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Typically, when someone speaks of growing the value of their business, they are talking 
about improving their revenue or profit.  But did you know there is “hidden value” within 
your company that can be discovered if you know where to look?  Furthermore, there is a 
magic that happens if you focus efforts on unlocking this hidden value, that acts as a 
“Value Accelerator”. In part one of this article, we will introduce the Value Builder system. 
 

Hidden Value 
The often-used business valuation approach is a simple formula.  Profit times a 
multiplication factor equals value.  [ P x M = V ].  Most business owners focus on 
increasing profits, and there are essentially only two ways to do that; sell more and reduce 
costs.  Of course, doing either or both of those will absolutely increase your value as per 
the formula and should be actively pursued.  Remember, however, profit is only one factor 
in the Value Equation.  The other is the Multiplier, or “the Multiple”. Why does one business 
command a high multiple, while a competitor just down the street receives a low multiple?  
That question is answered by the Value Builder System.  This system, created by Toronto 
based author of the bestseller “Built to Sell”, John Warrillow, posits that there are eight key 
drivers to a company’s value.  Companies that score high in many of these eight “Value 
Drivers” can command a higher multiple.  At its core, the multiple is a measure of the risk 
your company presents to a potential buyer.  The greater the risk, the lower the multiple, 
resulting in a lower company value.  So, to unlock your “hidden value”, focus on improving 
your business’s score in some or all of your Value Drivers!  
 

Eight Value Drivers 

Let’s look at the first four of the eight Value Drivers in the system: 
 
 
 
 

 

Growth Potential  
Do you operate in an expanding market, a steady state market, or a declining 
market?  Is your company well positioned within that market to take advantage of 
growth opportunities?  The higher the growth potential, the higher your multiple.  

Your Company’s Hidden Value & 
the “Magic Accelerator” – Part 1 

Financial Performance 
This driver is the most directly reflective of your company’s financial health.  Simply 
put, are you turning a good profit, is it historically proven and is it sustainable in the 
future.  The greater your provable and repeatable profit, the higher your multiple.  
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Value Builder 

The Value Builder System is a simple but powerful tool to assess your company’s overall 

performance in these eight key Value Drivers.  Statistically, (with a sample set of over 

30,000 global companies and growing) companies that achieve a score of 80 or higher 

command over a 70% higher multiple than the average business. 

In Part 2 of this article we will examine the next four Value Drivers and explain the “Magic 

Accelerator.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

You drive the economy, you create jobs and you take great risks. At 
Hero’s Guide Inc., we understand that business owners are true 
heroes on a treacherous journey with each day bringing new 
adversities and challenges.  Coming from a family of entrepreneurs, 
we know the burdens you bear and the sacrifices you make and at 
those times when you are at a crossroads, you could use an objective 
lens, a trusted confidant, and a knowing Guide.  Like all great heroes, 
you will in the end save the day.  Like all heroes you too deserve a 
Guide! 

hence the name.  The more dependent your company is on key employees the lower your 

multiple.  Similarly, if you have a high dependence on a key supplier, the higher your risk, and thus 

the lower your multiple.  Finally, if you have a high dependence on a key customer (also called 

“Customer Concentration”) then you have higher risk and lower multiple.  Companies that have 

supply contracts with the government often struggle with this driver, since this one customer 

often makes up a large portion of their revenue and those contracts – though solid while they 

last – can be at risk with program funding cuts under new administrations. 

payment).  The key question is, “Does your sales cycle fund itself or does it need external 

funding?”.  If it funds itself (you get paid first, then spend money to deliver) this reduces the risk 

of your business and increases your multiple.  If you must externally fund your sales cycle (you 

spend money before you earn money) this increases risk, and thus reduces your multiple. 

Switzerland Structure  
This measures your dependence on any one key employee, supplier, or customer.  

Switzerland is known as a country that has built its culture around independence, 
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Valuation Teeter Totter   
Accountants may know this as the Cash Conversion Cycle.  This deals with the 

timing of cash flows for any given sales cycle (from product creation to sale to 

Get Your Scorecard 
To learn more about how you can accelerate your company’s value and to see 
how your company scores on the eight Value Drivers, get your complimentary 
Value Builder Scorecard at www.herosguide.ca.  
 

Vincent Côté, President, Hero’s Guide Inc.  
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